
AI Visions
This is a co-created human-AI story of a post-climate-change

Earth in the year 2700.

👧🤖
Human-curated and AI-generated text and images

Human asks

AI responses

Artist’s statement
We were originally inspired by two main sources.
Firstly, the visual and digital artist Alice Bucknell. Alice used AI in her project The
New Mystics, a text series in conversation with 12 artists, interspersed with
contributions from a natural language AI technology called GPT-3. The model had
been trained by the conversations with the artists in order to generate relevant
contributions. In her upcoming project, The Martian Word for World is Mother,
Alice will use a text-to-speech program to create a Martian language sourced by the
sounds of Arctic wind.
We were similarly inspired by a new viral app called wombo.art, an AI-powered
artwork tool, which generates images from text prompts.
Having seen the power of AI, we decided that we wanted to generate a project to
reveal AI visions of our future.
To this end, we co-created a story with GPT-3 about the year 2700. The story went
to places we didn’t expect: the AI told us that cockroaches would win out in the
Eco-Apocalypse, what question our character would ask the Mother Crone Tree,
and that great deserts would emerge in the future. It also told us about a mysterious
oasis. We used this co-created story to prompt wombo.art to generate images to use
in our story. Also integrating  illustrations made to show the di�erence between the
result of wombo.art  and the one made by hand, by showing  an image with colours



similars to the wombo art, to generate unity in the images, but showing the gesture
of the artist's drawing as opposed to AI.  The result is pretty creepy.

It is the year 2700. I am travelling through the last
native forest on the Earth. The forest is on fire. I
have been on this journey for 3 months seeking

refuge from the fire. I am the only
one left. The fire has destroyed

everything.

Only a few creatures could survive the eco-apocalypse. They have
developed some adaptations to survive as

the world has become
warmer and drier.

The last of the animals
that I see are the

cockroaches.

I am the last human on
Earth.

The cockroaches are the
last of the animals.
The cockroaches will
inherit the Earth.



People have left their cities in ruins,
and the garbage became a kingdom of
insects that were

not killed by the fire.

When the forests were razed o� the earth, the cockroach plague began.



The cockroaches have evolved to be
the new dominant species on the

Earth. They are the only ones that
can survive in the new world.

The cockroaches have adapted to
the new

environment by developing a resistance to
the fire.
They have also evolved to be able to live in
the new, warmer and

drier world.

I am going to the other end of the world to meet the mysterious
creature known as Mother Crone Tree to ask it if

there is still a way to save the
humans.

The Mother Crone Tree is a
mystical creature that is said

to know the answer to the
question of whether there is

still a way to save the humans.



Due to rulers’ greed for their own personal profit, the cities collapsed.
As the cities crumbled, the leaders continued to turn a blind eye

until they too perished.
If there is still a way to save the humans, the Mother Crone Tree will
know how to cure human greed. But to meet the Mother Crone Tree I
need



to cross the great desert that has formed in the year
2700. The desert is a result of the fire that

destroyed the forests. The desert is a difficult and
dangerous place to cross. It is full of sandstorms

and cacti.

The only way to cross the desert is to find the
oasis.

The last human on earth sits at the base of the wise Mother Crone Tree.



Human: Dear Mother Crone Tree, hello!

Mother Crone Tree: Yes, child? What troubles you?

Human: Our cities are in ruins, the cockroach King rules the land and I
am the last person who has survived. How can I go on?

Mother Crone Tree: There is still hope, child. You must
cross the great desert to find the oasis. The oasis
is the only way to cross the desert. Once you reach
the oasis, you will find the answer to your question.



Illustration from Mother Crone Tree and  the ruined city :




